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Libs hypocrites over wind farms, says Whan
By Kirsten Lawson

‘THEATRE’: NSW Labor’s Steve Whan.

COURT ACTION:
Former MasterChef
contestant Aaron
Thomas.

NSW Labor parliamentarian Steve
Whan has accused conservative MPs
of hypocrisy in their attack on wind
farms around Canberra, after three
NSW conservatives and the federal
member for Hume staged a protest
on top of Red Hill this week.
Canberra is soon to auction 200mw
of wind generation to power 80,000
households in the capital. The plan
has reinvigorated wind farm com-

panies, which are competing for a
share in the guaranteed 20-year deal.
But it has divided rural NSW, with
farmers making money from hosting
wind farms on their properties but
neighbours incensed at the prospect
of forests of massive turbines.
State member for Goulburn Pru
Goward said on Tuesday if Canberra
wanted wind farms it should build
them on Red Hill not in NSW farming
areas. But Mr Whan, opposition
spokesman on resources based in

Queanbeyan, dismissed the MPs’
protest as a ‘‘bizarre bit of politically
partisan theatre’’.
The wind farms were in NSW and
so approved by the NSW government, not the ACT government, he
said. It was the NSW government that
had the power to ensure they did not
damage rural communities.
‘‘It really a bit rich for them to trot
into the ACT and say it’s the ACT
government’s fault when they’re the
ones in government that can say yes

or no to them,’’ he said. He conceded
wind farms were controversial, with
many people in country NSW
opposed, but said the concerns
should be dealt with by NSW.
‘‘A government which is looking at
it sensibly would say, ‘How can we
spread the benefits around? What is
the community getting from this
project? Is there more that we can get
from them?’’’ he said.
Mr Whan accused the NSW MPs of
appealing to nimbyism. ‘‘I don’t think

we can accept the argument from
these people that electricity generation should all happen somewhere
else. Do they think that it’s OK for
people in the Hunter Valley to have
coal-fired power stations near them
and for us to blithely enjoy the fruits
of that?’’ he said.
‘‘It’s not a blanket position one way
or another. Each project should be
judged on its merits, and as with any
development there’s a right and
wrong place, and the right place in

Call to ask children before posting their photos online

Accused
of cooking
the books

CONCERNS: Professor Deborah Lupton with an ultrasound. She warns of the implications of thrusting children into the digital realm before they can control their own identity. Photo: MELISSA ADAMS
By Emma Macdonald

Before you post that cute shot of your
child wearing a multicoloured wig
and funny glasses on Facebook, ask
how the youngster feels about it.
The University of Canberra’s newly
announced Centenary Research
Professor, Deborah Lupton, says too
often parents forget to consider the
privacy and dignity of their children
in the flush of parental pride or mirth
that precedes posting something on
social media.
But Professor Lupton warned there
were major implications to thrusting
children into the digital realm before
they could take control of their own

Downer rejects Dubai
success-fee controversy
It still makes Marcus Lee sick to the
stomach. He had been languishing
in a Dubai jail with his boss, fellow
Australian property executive Matt
Joyce. Then came some hope.
Alexander Downer, Australia’s
longest-serving foreign minister,
now a lobbyist, would contact the
Crown Prince of the United Arab
Emirates.
Downer’s letter in April 2009,
however, pleaded only for Joyce. The
case was controversial in Australia,
Downer wrote, and it ‘‘might help
ease the pressure’’ if Joyce was
released on bail while he defended
claims of property fraud. Downer
made no mention of Lee.
‘‘Why then did he only lobby for
one and not for us as well?’’ Marcus
and Julie Lee ask in a statement.
‘‘School ties must run very deep at
Geelong Grammar.”
Downer, like Joyce, is a Geelong
Grammar old boy. But Joyce was
also Downer’s client. The Howard
government minister confirmed he
was approached by a lawyer for
Joyce in early 2009 and offered a

success fee if he could help to get
him freed on bail.
Downer is soon to be Australia’s
high commissioner to London, but
at the time he was at Bespoke
Approach, the lobbying firm he has
run with former federal Labor minister Nick Bolkus and former Liberal
Party adviser Ian Smith, the husband of former Democrats leader
Natasha Stott Despoja.
The success fee offered was
$60,000, reports the ABC’s Foreign
Correspondent, although Downer
said he had no recollection. ‘‘It’s
irrelevant,’’ he said. ‘‘I didn’t accept
it. I didn’t send an invoice.’’
Downer decided, ultimately, that
it would not have been ‘‘ethical’’ to
take a fee on that job. He is glad that
Joyce and Lee are finally back in
Australia, having defeated the
charges against them after almost
five years trapped in Dubai.
Still, is not the exposure of this
episode embarrassing for Downer,
given his new diplomatic posting?
‘‘It’s not an embarrassment,’’ he
said.
Rick Feneley

identity, and they could grow up with
a huge online presence for which
they had never given consent. Even
primary school-aged children
deserved to be consulted about
online content relating to them.
Professor Lupton is a specialist in
digital sociology. She said research
was needed to understand the issues
related to effectively forcing a social
media presence upon children
before they were able to give their
consent.
‘‘We are now taking our first steps
into the digital world long before we
learn to walk in the physical world –
already it seems normal, but it is
actually extraordinary,’’ she said.

Guilty plea
for drug
trafficker
A drug trafficker who was covertly
tracked by police has pleaded
guilty mid-trial.
Trong Ruyen Bui, 45, was
accused of trafficking heroin and
ice in Canberra in 2012, and was
on trial before Justice John Burns.
The court heard that Bui’s
phone calls were tapped by police,
and he was under physical surveillance for some time.
His car and home were searched
in July 2012, revealing heroin, ice,
drug paraphernalia and a number
of mobile phones.
Crown prosecutor John Lundy
said Bui’s DNA was linked to drugs
found at his two-storey home and
in another man’s car.
Bui was originally fighting the
charges, but pleaded guilty to both
counts on Tuesday, the second day
of the trial.
He will be sentenced in the ACT
Supreme Court next month.
Christopher Knaus

‘‘It is now typical for an Australian
to begin to have a digital presence
before they are even born, with the
customary ultrasound photo posted
to Facebook by the expectant mum
or dad. Nobody knows what the
implications will be of documenting
and publishing every milestone of
children from the foetal stage
through to their birth and beyond.
We need to consider how this public
profile may affect children later in
their lives, given the permanence of
digital records.’’
Professor Lupton has joined the
university’s news and media research
centre as one of the university’s
Canberra’s first Centenary Professors.

But she is also the mother of two girls
and described herself as a ‘‘rampant
social media consumer’’.
Professor Lupton said she tried to
be conscious of the way her
daughters would feel about her
posting their images online.
She asked both her eight-year-old
and her 15-year-old whether certain
photos were OK.
When her eldest wanted to sign on
to Facebook at the legally allowable
age of 13, she agreed on the proviso
they could be Facebook friends so
she could see what her daughter was
posting.
But she warned parents also
needed to respect their children’s

By David Ellery

A Canberra-based international
medical services company is bringing first-responder ambulance services to large parts of the United
Arab Emirates for the very first time.
An Aspen Medical affiliate, the
National Ambulance Company,
recently won the contract to provide
ambulance services to six of the
UAE’s seven member emirates.
While the value of the contract is
not disclosed, Aspen Medical says it
exported $44 million worth of management expertise, intellectual property and training support in the last
financial year.
Aspen co-founder and managing
director Glenn Keys said one of the
most exciting parts of the latest
contract was being able to offer
lifesaving services to people who had
not had access to them before.
‘‘We are already receiving a fantastic response from the people we are
treating and saving and their families,’’ he said.
Until recently only the residents of
major cities in the UAE were assured
access to a reliable ambulance

HELP AT HAND:
Paramedics and
officials at the
launch of the new
UAE service, left.
Glenn Keys, above.

service. Some of the emirates had
ambulance facilities while others did
not.
It is just over six years since the
UAE Ministry of Health committed to
a major healthcare reform strategy
intended to upgrade the level of
services available in the northern
and less developed part of the
country.
The establishment of the National
Ambulance Service is a crucial part
of that program. It will involve the
creation of eight new key ambulance
hubs and 22 smaller stations.

A Canberra foster father told police
he suffered from erectile dysfunction
and could not have had sex with the
teenage girl in his care.
The 35-year-old man, who cannot
be named, is facing 12 charges
relating to an alleged sexual relationship with his foster daughter when
she was aged 14 and 15.
The Crown alleges the pair began
having sex while the foster mother
was away from the house.
The girl told police they were
having sex almost daily at one point.

I’m 34 and I’ve been living with it for
a few years, and I don’t think many
guys would go and talk about it,’’ he
told police.
‘‘So that’s the reason why this is
not possible, because of my erectile
dysfunction.’’
He told police he had records from
a medical institute showing he had
paid for a treatment of mouth
lozenges and nasal spray, and also a
doctor’s prescription for Viagra.
He said he and his partner were
forced to use IVF to have a baby.
The man told police the period
after he was first made aware of the

girl’s allegations was ‘‘horrible’’.
‘‘It is the reason I am never going
to foster or work with young people
again because going through
something like this is not pleasant,’’
he said.
He said the foster daughter had
threatened him before when she was
extremely angry, but that he ‘‘didn’t
think it would go this far’’.
‘‘When she gets like that, she
always says that she blacks out and
she can’t stop herself.’’
The trial continues on Thursday
before Justice Richard Refshauge in
the ACT Supreme Court.

Twenty state-of-the-art and fullyequipped Mercedes ambulances,
staffed by 179 new paramedics –
including a number of women – will
provide a 24-hour service intended
to deliver patients to hospital within
60 minutes of an accident or medical
emergency.
‘‘The sooner you can get a patient
into a hospital the sooner you can
start assessing the condition and
assigning a specialist,’’ said Dr
Biniam Tesfayohannes, the head of
the emergency department at
Mafraq Hospital in Abu Dhabi.

Sheikh Saif bin Zayed, a deputy
prime minister and minister of the
interior, said: ‘‘Saving souls is a
sacred duty, one that must not lightly
be considered.’’
Calls to the service will be routed
through a call centre in Abu Dhabi
staffed by 35 bilingual medical operators who will provide services in
Arabic and English.
Aspen Medical had been well
placed to win the contract thanks to
its existing presence in Abu Dhabi,
the capital of the UAE, since 2012.
‘‘The government of the UAE has
shown such a high level of confidence and satisfaction in the prehospital service the National Ambulance Company have been providing,
that it has been extended across the
country,’’ Aspen Medical’s chairman,
Dr Andrew Walker, said.
Aspen Medical was chosen for the
initial ambulance contract over companies from Europe and America.
The company took out the health
and biotechnology category at the
51st National Export Awards in Melbourne in November, 2013. It has
been named the ACT’s exporter of
the year three times running.

TAMS sees red at repeated repairs
By Fleta Page

She claims he emotionally blackmailed her, telling her he would kill
himself if she ever told anyone.
She told police he told her to
‘‘deny, deny, deny’’ if anyone ever
found out about the sex.
But the father, in a record of
interview with ACT Policing detectives, denied the allegations.
He said he suffered from erectile
dysfunction and needed medication.
The man said he hadn’t taken the
medication since the beginning of
2010, and would not have been able
to maintain an erection.
‘‘It’s quite embarrassing because

privacy, so she didn’t friend her
daughter’s friends and did not tag her
on her own posts without asking
permission first.
Most importantly, Professor
Lupton maintained strict privacy
settings on her page so that a simple
Google search would not reveal her
children’s names or photos.
‘‘In the end it comes down to a
privacy and consent issue,’’ she said.
‘‘As parents, we have to take
responsibility for the digital presence
we create for our children. So the
naked baby photo may look cute
now, but how is that going to make
your child feel when they are a
teenager or during a job interview?’’

Aspirin does not prevent heart
attacks after non-cardiac surgery
but causes an increased risk of
bleeding, a study of more than
10,000 patients has found.
The study, published in The
New England Journal of Medicine,
analysed data from patients in
23 countries who received aspirin
or a placebo before surgery such
as hip replacements or bowel
operations.
The number of patients who had
a heart attack or died within 30
days of surgery was similar in both
groups, but 4.6 per cent of the
aspirin group had significant
bleeding after surgery, compared
with 3.7 per cent in the placebo
group.
Melbourne anaesthetist Kate
Leslie, who led the Australian part
of the study, said the findings
indicated that in most cases
patients should stop taking aspirin
before surgery to reduce their risk
of major bleeding. Other studies
had shown aspirin could reduce
their risk of heart attack or stroke,
but doctors had been uncertain
about its effects around surgery.
‘‘When they come to hospital we
have not been sure whether to
stop aspirin to prevent bleeding or
continue it to prevent heart attack
or stroke,’’ Professor Leslie said.
‘‘There has also been a bit of a
trend towards starting aspirin for
older people to prevent heart
attacks around the time of surgery.’’
Professor Leslie said patients
already at risk of heart attacks,
including those with high cholesterol or diabetes, faced increased
surgery risks ‘‘because having an
operation and anaesthetic is
stressful on their system’’.
She said 200 million adults
across the world had major noncardiac surgery each year and
10 million suffered heart attacks
during or after their operation.
A related study also published in
The New England Journal of Medicine found another drug, clonidine
– used to treat high blood pressure
and pain – also showed no benefit
in preventing heart attacks after
surgery. Instead it increased the
patients’ risk of heart attack and
their risk of very low blood pressure, which can damage the heart
and brain.

Ambulance pioneer saving lives in Middle East

Foster father says sex claims ‘not possible’
By Christopher Knaus

Aspirin
caution
in surgery
study
By Kate Hagan

By Michael Idato

A former MasterChef Australia
contestant has been accused of
embezzling more than $US7 million ($7.57 million) from his
company.
Aaron Thomas, 26, is accused of
using the money to fund a lavish
lifestyle for himself and his
fiancee, Brazilian-born Thaiana
Rodrigues.
In 2010, Thomas founded Oakmont Resources, a mining company that owns iron ore operations
in Brazil. Oakmont has since filed
a lawsuit against Thomas, who was
sacked as its chief executive earlier
this year, in the Manhattan
Supreme Court.
It claims an internal investigation, assisted by forensic accountants, uncovered Thomas’ extravagant spending including a luxury
jet charter worth $US30,000, a
Tiffany engagement ring worth
$US171,000 and an Australian holiday worth $US53,000.
The lawsuit claims those are ‘‘a
few examples of a widespread
pattern of misappropriation’’.
‘‘Thomas used the company
bank accounts as a personal piggy
bank, withdrawing substantial
sums of money and transferring
them to his personal accounts and
to family and friends,’’ the lawsuit
says. Thomas made those transfers
either as ‘‘salary’’ or as ‘‘director’s
remuneration’’, without authorisation or justification, the lawsuit
states. Other personal expenses
charged to the company, according to the lawsuit, include more
than $US91,000 spent in Las Vegas
and a holiday in Greece.
The 26-year-old Melburnian
appeared in the first season of
MasterChef and at the time his
occupation was listed as ‘‘student’’.
He was eliminated from the
series in the sixth week. The 2009
series was won by Julie Goodwin.
The lawsuit says Thomas
induced people to invest ‘‘based in
part on representations ... concerning his experience running
companies of this kind’’. It claims
he ‘‘purported (erroneously) to be
a ... geologist’’.
Thomas told The New York Post
he was planning to file a
countersuit.

my view, is broad-acre agricultural.’’
Many country people supported
the wind farms and for farmers who
hosted them they made their farms
viable. ‘‘A lot of people in this region
want the government to address
climate change as well and are
concerned that NSW not only
opposes wind farms but also refuses
to have a feed-in tariff for solar. And
it is making it very clear that they are
not willing to take action to increase
the share of renewables.’’

The department of Territory and
Municipal Services is threatening to
cut off electricity to a Phillip skate
park after vandals damaged an electricity box less than 24 hours after it
had been repaired.
A $1000 bill to repair the electricity
box the first time at the Edison
Skatepark may seem “petty” for a
government that spends more than
$700,000 a year cleaning graffiti and
repairing vandalised assets, but the
department has had enough.
“It’s like being pecked to death by
ducks,” said Julie Garbode, who

ensures the safety of parks and
playgrounds in the Territory.
‘‘It just depletes our budget. It
might sound petty in isolation, but
it’s really part of a much bigger
picture. We’ve spent many thousands of dollars doing repairs in
there that are just vandalism related
since the skate park facility [opened]
in March 2010.”
Ms Garbode said the vandals may
have been trying to access power
points or adjust the timing for the
lights, which are set to turn off at
10pm.
“I don’t think they’re actually
achieving a great deal by doing it,

but what they do is put the electrical
supply facility out of order when
they do,’’ she said.
TAMS will repair the electricity
box again, but has put up signs
warning that power may be disconnected permanently if it happens
again.
“We really want to see the skate
park used and we do speak to the
users and try to reach good arrangements about their activities there,’’
Ms Garbode said.
“I’m not saying that the vandalism
is caused by anyone in particular ...
but it’s users who are going to be
impacted.’’

